
 

 

Love Boho®  

Midnight Muse 

Twilight Leg Bronzer | Shave Minimizing Blend | Mineral Magnificence  
 

FEATURES 

• Shave Minimizing & Toning Leg Bronzer 

• DHA and Natural Bronzers 

• 95% Naturally Derived 

• No Added Aloe, Gluten, Hemp, Parabens or Soy 

• Vegan & Cruelty Free  

• ATO Inhibitor  

• Fragrance: Wild Berry Bliss – Wild Berries, Citrus 

Blossom and Vanilla Musk

 

PRODUCT STORY   

Bask in the moonlight and come alive at midnight! Let your bronzing fantasies become reality and experience the dark 

color of nightfall with the Twilight Bronzing Blend for gorgeous, flawless legs. Bare all as the Shave Minimizing Blend and 

Inspired Toning Technology deliver smooth, sculpted legs you’ll love to show off. It’s the bronzing hour. Step out of the 

shadows and let your radiance shine brighter than the moonlight with Midnight Muse! 

 
COLOR TECHNOLOGY 
Twilight Bronzing Blend: This midnight inspired blend features a mixture of DHA, Erythrulose, Wild Indigo Extract and 
Caramel. DHA builds gorgeous, gradual color while Erythrulose helps ensure streak free, flawless results. Wild Indigo, 
known for its vivid deep color, combines with Caramel to provide legs with brilliant, instant bronze color.  
 

Mineral Magnificence: Features Zinc that helps boost skin’s ability to create Melanin. Found in sea salt, Zinc is a critical 
component to the DOPAchrome enzyme, which also plays a major role in Melanin production. Mineral Magnificence 
fortifies skin to support bronzing activity. 
 

SKINCARE TECHNOLOGY 
Shave Minimizing Blend: Designed to help reduce the frequency of shaving using a combination of Gymnema Sylvestre, 
White Willow Bark and moisturizing factors. This uniquely combined blend is known to slow hair growth while leaving 
legs soft and smooth to the touch.  
 

Inspired Toning Technology: Contains a powerful blend of Caffeine and Allantoin to 
promote healthy, smooth looking skin. Caffeine works to help support and maintain skin 
tonicity for a sculpted look. Allantoin, known to be an effective skin protectant, helps to 
promote smooth skin for a flawless appearance. 
 

Beauty Balm: Luxurious blend of Emollients that cover the top layer of skin, allowing it to 
naturally rehydrate and provide all day moisturization. This balm supplies a smoothing 
effect, leaving skin soft with a supple, radiant glow.   
 

AVAILABLE SIZES 
3oz Tube  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
Specially designed for hard to tan areas, Midnight Muse contains a powerful blend of 
gradual and instant bronzers for tanners who want bronzed, beautiful looking legs. 
 


